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Let % be a family of continuously differentiable mappings / of

an open set D in the xy-plane into the m>-plane satisfying the follow-

ing conditions:

(a) /, geg-^A/+Mg£g for all real X, a,

(b) /Gu7"*~ the Jacobian of/ is non-negative and zero only if its

rank is zero,

(c) g contains two mappings /i = (ult Vi),f2 = (u2, v2) such that the

Jacobian

dfoi. E2)       Q

d(x, y)

for (x, y) (E.D-

The mappings described by functions f = u-\-iv regular analytic in

z = x-\-iy, (x, y)£iD, form such a family. J. E. McLaughlin and

C. J. Titus [l ] proved the converse: If the two mappings of condition

(c) are described by functions regular analytic in z = x-\-iy, then g

is a linear vector space of functions regular analytic in z = x-\-iy,

(x, y) (E.D- It is the purpose of this note to give a characterization of

the general class %.

Consider continuously differentiable solutions u(x, y), v(x, y) of

the system of partial differential equations

(1) Li = ux — auVx — a^Vy = 0,        L2 = uy + a2ivx + a22vy = 0

where an, O12, a^i, ^22 are real functions of x, y continuous in D. If

the system is elliptic [2], (an+a22)2<4ai2a2i and ai2>0, a2i>0 in D,

then the Jacobian

d(u, v) 2 2
—- = anvx + (ffn + aM)vxvy + a12vy
d(x, y)

is positive unless it is of rank 0. Therefore, the mappings/ described

by functions u, v continuously differentiable in D which are solutions

of the elliptic system (1) form a family %. We prove the converse.

Theorem. The mappings f of a family % are described by functions

u, v that are solutions of a unique elliptic system of form (1).
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To prove this consider the mappings fi, f2 satisfying condition (c).

Then we can solve the system

UiX — anViX — auViy — 0,    «;„ + 021";* + a22ViV = 0        (i = 1, 2)

for an, ai2, a2i, a22, and the solution is uniquely determined. The sys-

tem

Li = ux — auvx — ai2Vy = 0,    L2 = uy + a2Xvx + a22vy = 0

is then satisfied by the linear combinations (u, v) of (wi, v{), (u2, v2)

with real constant coefficients, and since the corresponding map-

pings / are in % we have by (b)

d(u, v) 2 2
- = a21vx + (on + a22)vxvy + ai2vy > 0
d(x, y)

except where vx=vy = 0. Since every real vector (X, Y) is a linear

combination with real coefficients of the linearly independent vectors

(»ix, Viy), fa*, v2„), the form a2iX2 + (an+a22)XY+ai2Y2 is positive

definite, (an-r-a22)2<4ai2a2i, and ai2>0, a2i>0.

Now let f=(u, v) be any mapping in class g. By Lemma 2 of [l]

we know that

Kf) = Xi/(/i) + X2/(/2)

where J(f), J(fi), J(f2) are the Jacobian matrices olf,fi,f2 and Xi, X2
are scalars that may depend on x, y. It follows that u, v satisfy the

system

Li = 0,       L2 = 0,

and the theorem is proved.

Remark 1. If the two mappings of condition (c) are described by

functions regular analytic in z = x+iy, then Li = 0, L2 = 0 are the

Cauchy-Riemann equations and we obtain the characterization of

the analytic functions given in [l].

Remark 2. If the two mappings of condition (c) are described by

sigma-monogenic functions [3] f = u-\-iv, where

o-x{x)ux = ri(y)vy,        o-2(x)u„ = — r2(y)vx

with <Ti>0, Ti>0, then % contains only sigma-monogenic functions.

Remark 3. If the two mappings of condition (c) are described by

functions «,-, Vi analytic in the real variables x, y, then the coefficients

oy of the system l»i = 0, L2 = 0 are analytic, and by a well known

property of such systems, g contains only mappings described by func-

tions analytic in x, y.
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